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Use Verity TeleForm Designer to Create Forms Quickly, Easily

Verity TeleForm Designer is a point-and-click application for easily implementing automated forms processing solutions. Designer includes complete layout tools to create new forms and to automate your existing forms. It also has configuration options that use pre-made business rules, recognition settings to maximize throughput, and Connect Agents to tie your forms and documents to back-end systems.

The TeleForm Designer interface is similar to most other form design applications on the market. And, the user interface is very intuitive. However, should you desire, form design training is available from Verity Education at your request.

How forms are designed will have a significant impact on their readability once they are returned to the system for processing. Three types of forms can be produced within TeleForm Designer: Traditional Forms, VersiForms, and Existing Forms. Review the Form Types section below for additional assistance in choosing the appropriate form for your needs.

There are also numerous field types available within the Designer module. The types of fields that are used and how these fields are configured are the most important aspects of form design. Each field type is available within the Form Design Toolbar as depicted above. This document contains specific information on which fields are to be used and how they are best configured.

This Guide also details ways to organize and streamline the process of form design. For example, shape libraries and expandable form trees will help when organizing forms and objects. For more information on this topic, consult the Form Design Organization section that follows.

The aesthetics and usability of a form is as important as its readability. The Form Design Guide also contains information on how to make sure your forms are user-friendly documents that are targeted for their intended audiences.

Preparing for Form Design

When designing new forms, try to maintain a balance between aesthetics and readability. Every form is unique and should be approached with a cost-benefit analysis. The goal of form design is not to eliminate all data entry but to create cost-efficient forms. Keep in mind that there will be at least a small degree of Verification required for any group of forms. However, the elimination of 80%—95% of manual entry is a realistic goal. Even when some manual data entry is required, processing is significantly more efficient when using the Verifier module.

Before designing any new form, it is important to take time to plan out how the form should be designed. The form types and field types required for the layout should be identified prior to development. The specific purpose of each form will play a significant role in how the forms are to be developed.

Due to physical requirements, some forms will yield a higher degree of recognition. Readability is very important when designing any form, however aesthetics is often your primary concern. Always keep in mind your intended audience and your form’s intended purpose. For example, aesthetics may be of significant concern when developing marketing materials or order forms. Specific individual fields or forms may also require a higher certainty of confidence.
The following steps should be taken before beginning any new form.

1) Identify and meet with the form owner and determine whether the form can be redesigned.
2) Obtain copies of any existing versions of this form. Work with the form owner to identify any required changes.
3) Identify the goal or intended purpose of your form and your form’s audience.
4) Working with a DBA, technical liaison, or business owner, obtain a list of all required fields and field properties. Field properties should include maximum field lengths, required fields, and field types.
5) Identify which form type will be used to recreate your new template. The following section details the three types of TeleForm forms.

The list of additional questions below may be helpful when preparing to design a new form. Keep these thoughts in mind when designing any new form. Always ensure that any unique requirements are taken into consideration before proceeding with development.

Key Questions

1) Who is my audience? Does my audience require special assistance? (For example: larger fonts, extra space)
2) Are aesthetics an especially important feature of this form?
3) What is the form’s intended purpose or goal?
4) Approximately how many fields are on this form? Are there any areas on my form which require free form entry?
5) Does a previous version of this form exist? How can the layout of the original form assist with the redesign of the new template?
6) Who owns the existing form? Since forms with external owners cannot be redesigned, is redesign a possibility?
7) Have the existing forms already been distributed? Will we want to capture the data from these forms until new forms can be distributed?
8) What is the volume of forms that will be returned? Will the forms be returned all at once or periodically? Do these forms require peak processing periods?
9) Can a packet of forms be broken into multiple templates? If so, does each form have a unique identifier to link the documents together after processing?
10) Is my form a multi-page document? Do we need to ensure that the form pages are properly linked together?
11) Does this form require any special considerations or development?
12) Will this form be printed internally or printed using an outside vendor?
13) Do we know the field requirements for every field on the form? (Form example: field length, required fields, field types) Where can this information be obtained?

Form Type Selection

Before you begin development of any form, you must identify which type of form will best suit your needs. When building a form in Designer, you can choose from three styles: Traditional, VersiForms, and Existing forms.

Traditional Forms

Traditional Forms are designed completely within TeleForm Designer. Visually, they have four square “cornerstone” Reference Marks and a fixed Form ID block. You cannot change the appearance of the Reference Marks or the Form ID block, but you can move the Form ID block between the upper left and lower right corner of the form. You can also place the Form ID block in both locations. TeleForm uses these marks and blocks to identify what form is being read and where to find the data entry fields on that form.

Traditional forms are by far the most reliable of the form types within TeleForm. It is recommended that all forms be redesigned as Traditional forms when possible. Traditional forms may not be the best choice if:

1) Aesthetics are of the utmost importance.
2) The form cannot be redesigned or already exists in the field.
3) The cornerstone blocks and form ID cannot appear on the form.

VersiForms

VersiForms are created completely within TeleForm Designer. Visually, they contain Reference Marks and a Form ID feature, like Traditional forms. Also like Traditional forms, these marks and Form IDs are used to identify the form template and locate the data entry fields on it. However, VersiForms allow you more flexibility in choosing how your form will look.

You can edit both the size and appearance of the Reference Marks on VersiForms. You can create square, circle, triangle, and angle Reference Marks. Although you cannot delete or obstruct the Reference Marks, you can move them to different places on the page. For multi-page forms, each page can use different Reference Mark styles and locations. You can choose between a text or bar code Form ID, and place it in any of the four corners of the form. VersiForms are very reliable, however they are not quite as reliable as Traditional Forms. VersiForm should be used when:

1) Aesthetics are of the utmost importance
2) The cornerstone blocks and form ID cannot appear on the form.

The majority of forms you design within TeleForm will use Traditional Form templates. The case for using VersiForms and Existing Forms should be justified for each required form.

Below are two examples of Traditional Form IDs. Form IDs are used by TeleForm to identify each incoming form. The ID on the right has been activated, while the ID on the left has not.

![Draft 65502](image)

Existing Forms can be quite difficult to configure and require significant testing. Please review the Form Optimization sections for additional information on configuring existing forms. Existing Forms should only be used when:

1) The form cannot be redesigned. Examples include insurance forms or forms controlled by government agencies.
2) You are planning to redesign a form, but you wish to capture all incoming data from the existing forms in the field.
There may be additional scenarios where Existing Forms may be used, however keep in mind that the quality of recognition for an Existing Form is rarely as accurate as for a form redesigned within TeleForm.

### Field Type Selection
The six standard types of fields used within TeleForm Designer are described below. Each of these field types is highly customizable and configurable and has been detailed within both this section and within the Form Optimization section.

Constrained print or comb-style fields will yield the highest degree of character recognition. Where possible, these field types should be used for capturing data within your forms. Image zones can be used to capture and recognize free-form text, however image zones require significant testing and will never obtain the levels of recognition received with constrained print fields. Image zones should be used infrequently and most likely will only be used extensively on existing forms. If you need to capture multiple lines of free-form text, Verity recommends using Capture Zones. Capture Zones allow verifiers to manually enter large blocks of free form text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Form</th>
<th>VersiForm</th>
<th>Existing Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Must have the fixed cornerstone reference marks and the traditional form ID.</td>
<td>Has flexible reference marks and a form ID that can be text or bar code.</td>
<td>Relies on red identification lines and blue reference blocks in the template for recognition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create from scratch</td>
<td>Create from scratch</td>
<td>Pre-created and distributed form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great for faxing</td>
<td>Good for faxing</td>
<td>Bad for faxing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great for scanning</td>
<td>Great for scanning</td>
<td>Great for scanning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Field Type Optimization
#### Configuring Constrained Print Fields
Comb-style and date fields are simply preconfigured constrained print fields. These field types will receive nearly the same quality of recognition as all other print fields. Print fields are very reliable and will by far be the most successful field types. In addition to obtaining higher levels of recognition, constrained print fields are much faster and easier to correct within Verifier.

Prior to developing your form, it may be necessary to obtain a copy of the database schema for your backend system. When designing constrained print fields, you will need to specify field lengths, data types, and required fields. It is important that these properties are consistent with those in your backend environment. Field lengths on your form can be shorter than those identified within your backend system, however they should never be longer.

It is always best to limit the set of expected characters as much as possible. If a field is almost always entered using hand-written
font, do not select the machine-print option within the processing window. Limiting the expected character set will increase the level of recognition achieved for an individual field.

Within all field types you can also raise and lower the confidence levels for a given field. A confidence level measures how certain TeleForm must be before bypassing verification. It is recommended that confidence levels are adjusted sparingly. The default confidence levels set by the application are very reliable. Only in rare situations should these levels be modified. In some instances you will need to raise a confidence level for a field that is very critical. There are very few circumstances by which you would want to lower these levels. You will want to conduct additional testing anytime confidence levels have been modified on a given form.

Additional properties are available for constrained print fields. Please review the General Field Properties section within this document for additional information on these settings.

**Configuring Image Zone Fields**

Image zones are an extremely flexible tool and can be extremely useful when designing forms. These fields are never as reliable as constrained print fields for OCR and ICR. Image zone can be used to read text within Existing Forms and can be useful when the constrained print fields are not an option due to space limitations. Image zones can be used for any of the following purposes:

- Reading hand and machine print.
- Reading or printing barcodes.
- Calculating the percentage of an area filled.
- Saving an area of a form as an image or BLOB.

You can identify an image zone's function within the Recognition dropdown in the Processing tab. The options available for hand- and machine-print are the same as those available within a constrained print field. An additional option titled Context Checking is also available to image zones. Context Checking improves recognition by relying on nearby character types to identify the type of a questionable character. If for example an address field is alphanumeric, Context Checking will be helpful for improving recognition of the street number and street name. The “1” in 412 Holland Lane may be interpreted as an “i” if Context Checking were disabled. Within image zones you can also specify OCR font type. You can improve recognition when reading machine print by specifying the font type within this field.

Additional properties are available for image zone fields. Please review the General Field Properties section within this document for additional information on these settings.

As with all field types, you will want to ensure that values captured within TeleForm are no longer than the field lengths for your backend database. To adjust TeleForm field lengths modify the Length/Dec fields within the Output tab. To set length requirements for a given field modify the Length Restrictions properties within the Validations dropdown. Within this section you can specify an exact length or a maximum length for capture.

**Configuring Choice Fields**

Choice Fields consist of a list of options. The recipient of the form chooses from these options by selecting the appropriate response mark. The available types of response marks include bubbles, boxes, brackets, lines, and the name of the option. You can choose the type of response mark when you add the Choice Field to your form. Bubble fields will always yield the highest degree of accuracy. It is recommended that you use Choice Fields where applicable. Checkboxes are also very effective and are often more appealing aesthetically. The other types of response marks should be used sparingly. Keep in mind that these options will not yield the same degree of accuracy as bubble fields and checkboxes.

Although the choices shown on the form may be simple, such as “blue,” you can configure the field to export detailed values based on what option is selected. For example, if your company uses part numbers to indicate the paint selection for a product,
you could set up a Choice Field with simple display values, such as “blue,” “red,” and “green,” but configure it to export the corresponding part number so the manufacturing department knows what color to paint the product.

When initially creating a choice field, always select Manual Entry as opposed to Assisted Entry. Configuring a choice field is very simple and selecting Assisted Entry only limits your options. The Choices tab allows you to configure how your individual choices are displayed and how they are stored within the database. Always confirm with a DBA or technical liaison how data should be stored within your database.

The Output tab within the properties window allows you to determine whether more than one choice is permitted. Within this window you can also define how multiple choices are exported.

After your choice field has been configured, you can move around or reposition the individual choices by holding down the ALT key and clicking on the choice.

Additional properties are available for Choice Fields. Please review the General Field Properties section within this document for additional information on these settings.

Within the Processing tab, you may adjust the OMR thresholds for bubbles within the Entry Field. These OMR thresholds should be the same as those detailed within the Choice Fields section above. These OMR thresholds will rarely ever be adjusted. The thresholds assigned by default are optimal for the TeleForm recognition engines.

Additional properties are available for Entry Fields. Please review the General Field Properties section within this document for additional information on these settings.

**Configuring Capture Zones**

Capture Zones combine the reliability and indexing ability of manual data entry with TeleForm's powerful automated recognition and data validation features. Capture Zones allow you to draw a band around an area, which can be displayed for verification. A GUI interface will be displayed with the banded image to allow Verifiers to enter information pertaining to a specific form. Within Designer, you can control the look of this interface. Data validations and TeleForm's Point-and-Click OCR functionality can be incorporated into the functionality of a Capture Zone.

Capture Zones are recommended any time large amounts of free-form text need to be captured. Capture Zones should also be used any time recognition of an area or set of fields is either difficult or inefficient to recognize. In other scenarios, you may want the Verifier to provide subjective input regarding information on an individual form. For example, a Verifier may subjectively rate the quality of an essay that appears on a college application form.

There are a number of fields and settings available within a banded Capture Zone. The two main field selections are the edit box and choice list. An edit box allows you to type text into a field, while the choice list allows you to select between a list of available options. After drawing one of these fields on to a form, a properties box will appear.

Within the edit box properties tab you must name the field and identify the expected input. The options within the properties box will change depending upon which field type is selected. As with other fields, you can identify whether the text entered is alpha, numeric, or alphanumeric. In addition, you also have the option to specify a unique template, currency or date.

When you are working with Capture Zones, the Designer workspace consists of four components: (See figure 6 on page 8.)

1. **The Capture Zone Menu**: This menu is added to the regular Designer menu bar when you open the SKFI Design Window. It provides all of the commands available for a SKFI Zone and the objects within these Zones.
2. **The Basic Designer Window**: This window shows you the part of the “actual” form on which the SKFI \ Capture Zone is located. You can’t work in the Basic Designer window when the SKFI Design Window is open.

**FIGURE 5.** Entry Fields are commonly used in surveys or tests.

**Configuring Entry Fields**

Entry Fields contain an array of response marks, also called “bubbles.” Each response mark is tied to a specific value. You can customize the range of values, such as A-Z; 1-5; A-E; 1-9. Entry Fields are often used in multiple-choice tests, surveys, and standardized tests. Entry Fields are also used when you want to be completely certain that a field has been correctly recognized by TeleForm. Entry fields are extremely accurate, however they may be inefficient for entering alphanumeric and alphabetic text.
3. **The Capture Zone Design Window:** This window is similar to the regular Designer window. It serves as an electronic pasteboard on which you can add and arrange objects in the SKFI\ Capture Zone. The Status Bar at the bottom of the SKFI Design Window shows you the position and size of the object that is currently selected in the SKFI Design Window.

4. **The Capture Zone Toolbar:** The toolbar buttons provide shortcuts to commands that are also available from the Capture Zone Design menu.

---

**Edit Boxes and Choice Lists**

Edit boxes and Choice Lists are the two field types available within Capture Zones. Edit boxes have standard field properties similar to those available for other fields. Any form edit box can be configured to accept the following input:

- Alphanumeric characters
- Alpha characters
- Numeric characters
- Template
- Currency

Template fields can be used to force a Verifier to adhere to a specific format of text. Many of the standard properties are similar to those for other field types. Please review the General Field Properties section for additional information.

Within the Prefill tab within your Edit Box properties window, you can configure what text appears within the edit box as the corresponding Capture Zone is opened. You have the option of either setting a constant value, prefilling the field with the entry from the last Verified form, or prefilling the field with text from another field. The prefill options available can be very useful for eliminating unnecessary data entry. This feature should be enabled whenever possible.

Choice lists can also be configured within your Capture Zone. These fields allow the Verifier to select between a set of available options. Only one selection can be made per a choice list.

Within the main portion of the properties tab, you can identify whether to enter a list of available choices or to configure the field to pull the list from an available database.

Any time the list of available options is subject to change, it is recommended that the choices are stored within a database. Please consult with a DBA or other appropriate contact to create a list within a database. These database lists should be reused where possible to reduce maintenance.

The Use drop-down list style option available on the form should be used to consolidate space. These drop-down styles are similar to those you find in many websites.

To minimize manual effort, the Prefill with last option may be very useful. This option should be used when forms with similar selections are likely to be Verified in order. Additional field properties are available for Choice Lists. Many of these standard properties are similar to those for other field types. Please review the General Field Properties section for additional information.

---

**FIGURE 6.**

**FIGURE 7.** In this box, a Social Security Number Field has been created.

**FIGURE 8.** Choice lists allow the Verifier to select between a set of options.
Configuring Tab Order within a Capture Zone

Anytime you are creating a Capture Zone always ensure that you configure the tab order for the underlying fields. Verifiers will not want to use the mouse during Verification. Configuring the tab order will ensure that Verifiers can navigate between available fields using the Tab and arrow keys. To configure tab order, click the tab order button and then click the blue box next to each field in the order that you wish configured for the zone.

General Capture Zone Properties

To configure the general properties for a Capture Zone, click on the properties button on the zone toolbar. Within this window you can configure the position of the Image and Data windows. In addition, you can identify what image will be displayed to the Verifier. By default, TeleForm will display the banded zone on your form, however the zone can also be configured to display either the first or last page or an attachment.

Under the Zone Density heading you can configure TeleForm to skip a particular Capture Zone, if no data appears within the corresponding banded area. This is very useful if your Capture Zone is only used when a corresponding area has been completed.

Point-and-Click OCR

The Point-and-Click OCR functionality available within every Capture Zone is extraordinarily powerful, as it will assist with the capture of variable form data. This feature enables Verifiers to drag a box around a zone on the form specifying an area, which contains text you wish to capture. Verifiers will have the ability to manually enter field data in the event recognizable text is not available on the form. This feature is very easy to configure and is quite powerful. Any field using Point and Click OCR should undergo testing using actual forms. To create a field that leverages this functionality, click the Point and Click OCR button located on the Capture Zone toolbar.

Point-and-click OCR functionality is also very effective at capturing variable data that may change location on a form. For example, assume a date was to be rubber-stamped on every incoming form. Capturing this date may be difficult if the location of the stamp is variable and can be arbitrarily placed. Point and click OCR can be enabled to allow the Verifier to identify the location of this banded area for OCR.

General Field Properties

The following section details various field properties, which are generic across most or all field types. These properties have not been detailed within the field specific sections of this document.

Settings within the Validation Tab

Required Field

There are instances where certain fields on your form must be included on every received form. Fields within your backend application may also be required. You will want to ensure that any such fields are identified within the corresponding fields properties. Within the validation tab you can identify whether a given field is required. To identify a field as being required check the Entry Required box.

Always Review

Within the Validation tab you also have the ability to configure fields so that they are always displayed to the user for verification. This feature can be used as an additional validation to ensure that data has been correctly recognized by the application. To enable this feature simply check the Always Review checkbox.

Numeric Ranges

The range section as depicted to the left enables you to set a numeric range for a given field. If any data is entered that is outside of this numeric range, a dialog box will be displayed to the user along with a display message. This property is only available for numeric fields. To enable this feature simply check the box within the Range section of the dialog and specify the range values within the fields provided.

Database Lookups

Database lookups can also be configured within the Validations tab. They allow you to validate a field against a list of values within a database table. You can enable a database lookup by checking the Database lookup checkbox. An ODBC connection must be enabled for the corresponding database with which you wish to connect. To select a database table click the Modify button and configure your database link. If a given field is not found within a database table during verification, a dialog box will be displayed and focus will be set to the corresponding field.

Additional Settings within the Processing Tab

Confidence Levels

Many of the critical properties and features available within the Processing Tab have already been previously detailed within the field types above. One of the principal features within the
Engine settings sub-tab is the ability to change field Confidence Levels. Every character that is evaluated by TeleForm’s RecoFlex recognition engine is assigned a “confidence” level to indicate its certainty that the character it selected was correct. Numbers close to “0” indicate low confidence while numbers close to “100” indicate high confidence. The System level confidence of 80 is applied by default to all fields.

You can change the confidence level for Constrained Print Fields and Image Zones on the form by selecting the Use field confidence checkbox and typing a value in the Field Level box. By raising the confidence level the number of fields displayed for verification will increase, however likelihood that an invalid character will be accepted by the application will decrease. It is not recommend that you raise the confidence level higher than 90% unless you wish to review the majority of received fields during verification.

The default confidence levels have been optimized for the application and should only be adjusted sparingly. Fields such as credit card numbers or social security numbers may require a greater level of confidence if they are very critical to the overall application.

Preprocessing
The field preprocessing controls can be found within the Preprocessing sub-tab. This feature is not commonly used, but can however be quite useful. In the event that forms are being returned in poor quality, the preprocessing features available to TeleForm may be useful for cleaning up the form images. By selecting the custom option from the Preprocessing type drop-down and clicking Setup, you can configure how incoming form images are optimized. This option should only be used when images are consistently experiencing the similar problems.

The most efficient way to configure the preprocessing settings is to select a Dynamic field from each corner or area of your form. All other form fields should be configured to use the nearest dynamic field setting. With these features enabled, TeleForm will automatically determine how to optimize each field. Form fields will be automatically adjusted for contrast, speckling, and rotation. Characters and lines will also be softened or darkened for the best possible recognition.

The dynamic preprocessing settings are commonly enabled with forms that will be retrieved via fax or for forms that are likely to be photocopied.

Dictionary Files
Dictionary files are very useful in aiding TeleForm with recognition. Within a dictionary file you can list some or all of the expected values that may be appear within a corresponding field. Within a state dictionary file, for example, you may want to list the abbreviations and full names of every state. This dictionary could be reused within every state field you create. This dictionary file will assist with recognition of the underlying field; in addition you can restrict a field to the list of underlying values. In the event that a word entered cannot be found in the list it can be displayed for further review. To enable the review option, check the Review if word is forced, or ambiguous, or not found checkbox. To allow TeleForm to automatically force the best match click the Attempt to force best match check box.

Dictionary files are useful for streamlining the verification process. This option should be enabled as much as possible. Dictionary files are reusable and can be applied to as many forms as needed.

Additional Settings within the Post-Processing Tab
Default Values
There are instances where you will want to automatically populate a field in the event that it is not completed on your form. You can activate this feature by checking the Use this if field not filled option within the Post processing sub tab. This feature is very useful and should be used for fields that are required for export.

Within this subtab, you can also choose to capitalize all received data. To capitalize the content of the field, simply check the Convert to uppercase checkbox.

Job Maintenance
Optimizing a Job for Form Identification
For each incoming batch of images scanned or picked up from a directory, TeleForm can apply a unique set of rules for processing. These options are explored in greater detail within the TeleForm Administrator’s Guide. Some of the options are available at the job level as detailed ahead.

Within the Form ID/Attachments tab of the Job Maintenance window, users have the ability to either optimize the job for processing a form or set of forms, or force all received images
to be evaluated as a specific form type. This feature can be very useful when processing existing forms which are difficult to identify or can be easily confused with other templates.

A recognition set can be configured to a set of templates, which will be grouped together during processing. Recognition sets can be configured from the File dropdown with the Designer module.

Within the Form ID/Attachments tab a job can also be configured to link non-forms or attachments to the preceding form template. These attachments will be available for display during Verification. Capture Zones can be configured to display these attachments for manual entry. Point-and-Click-OCR may also be leveraged to capture data received on incoming attachments.

Non-forms are forms that can be identified using the set of templates available so that they are forcibly identified as a given form type. This feature can be configured within the Job Maintenance window.

**Image Quality Control (Image QC)**

Within the Review tab of the Job Maintenance window, you can enable Job QC for a given job. This feature gives the Verifier the ability to ensure images have been correctly scanned and identified. Job QC mode allows you to check the following aspects of a batch:

- Each image belongs in the batch
- The images are of sufficient quality
- Each image is correctly identified
- Each image is correctly oriented
- Attachments are properly linked to forms

As depicted within the image below, the Verifier will be given the ability to identify an image as another form type, identify attachments, and delete images. Image QC is an efficient tool for ensuring the quality of images and templates identified by TeleForm.

Job QC will automatically be triggered prior to form verification within the Verifier window. Images that are identified as another template type within Job QC will automatically be re-evaluated within the Reader module. After being re-evaluated within Reader these images will be available for verification.

Job QC should be used when additional certainty is needed to ensure that forms have been identified correctly. It is also very effective for use when managing received attachments.

**Data Review**

There are instances where you may want to ensure the accuracy of data that is being processed by TeleForm. In these cases, the Data Review feature within TeleForm can be activated. This feature can be enabled within the Review tab of the Job Maintenance window. Only fields, which have been flagged for Data Review or Double Key within the field properties window, will be displayed for review.

When all of the forms in a batch have been corrected and have the status “Evaluated OK,” the batch is ready for Data Review. Data Review allows a Verifier operator to quickly review field values before the batch is committed. Data Review also includes the re-entry of fields that were marked for Double Key review.

Depending on how your forms are set up, certain fields on each form will be visited during Data Review. Keep in mind that a field must have the Data Review or Double Key constraint enabled within the field properties window, in order to be visited during Data Review.

In order to use Data Review in Verifier, you must log onto a Verifier workstation as a user who can perform the Data Review operation. You will only be able to perform Data Review if there is at least one batch in the system that requires this operation.

Since a Data Review QC mode includes both Data Review and any date entry fields that were configured to use the Double Key validation, you may see the Double Key Inconsistency dialog as you perform Data Review.

**Accept:** Clicking this button will overwrite the original value with the value typed during Data Review.

**Cancel:** Clicking this button will erase the values typed during Data Review and send you back to the data entry field to perform Double Key again.

The Data Review feature is very useful for ensuring the accuracy of data Verified by TeleForm, however this feature should only be used for testing purposes. The Double Key validation feature is useful for double-checking received data and may be used for highly sensitive and critical fields.

**Form Optimization Recommendations**

How a form is configured will have a direct impact on the quality of recognition when the form is processed within TeleForm. The following tips will be very useful for creating efficient forms. This list should be reviewed before finalizing or approving a form template.

**Optimizing OCR / ICR Fields**

**TIP 1: Always limit the list of acceptable characters for a given field as much as possible.**

Within the Processing tab of the field properties window, you can configure the list of expected characters for a given field. The list of expected characters should always be as narrow as possible. Expected characters can be alpha, numeric, or alphanumeric. In addition, you should specify whether received text will include hand- or machine-print. For special characters you can even identify which special characters you anticipate to receive.

For example, a telephone number will never include alphabetical characters and should be limited to numeric. You may also want to identify the dash within the list of expected characters if a template field was not used.

**TIP 2: Use dictionary files where applicable to raise the readability for an individual field.**

Dictionary files can be configured for both image zones and constrained print fields. When configured, TeleForm will use this list of values within a dictionary to aid in OCR / ICR of a given field. Taking the time to compile a list of expected values upfront will save a great deal of processing time down stream. Within the field
properties processing tab, the dictionary file settings can be found within the Dictionary tab.

Dictionary fields can be easily reused as they are imbedded within the application. State and month fields should always be configured to leverage this functionality.

**TIP 3: Context-checking should be used where applicable to improve recognition of alphanumeric fields.**

When the context-checking feature is enabled for a given field, TeleForm will utilize the surrounding characters to assist with the differentiation of character types for each individual character. This assists TeleForm when distinguishing between O’s and 0’s and I’s and 1’s.

For example, context checking should be utilized for street address fields since characters will often be grouped by character type. This will ensure that the street numbers are identified as numeric characters and the street address characters are currently identified if they are numeric characters.

**TIP 4: Database lookup validations should be enabled where possible to raise the reliability of captured and verified data.**

Within the Validations tab of field properties window, you have the option to enable database look-up validations. These validations will ensure that the captured values within any recognized field are available within a configured database table. If the value cannot be found within the corresponding database field, the field will be flagged and presented for Verification. This feature should only be enabled when all possible field values exist somewhere within an existing database table. If a table consists of some, but not all of the records, the validation should not be configured.

**TIP 5: The Verifier tab order should be configured for every TeleForm form.**

During verification, Verifiers must have the ability to easily tab between fields. The tab order should be configured for every form designed within TeleForm. To adjust tab order, select the Fields option from the Form dropdown and click on the Tab Order tab. Only the fields available within the Included window will be accessible to the Verifier. The tab order may be automatically configured by field location using the Sort drop down menu at the bottom of the Fields window.

The field tab order should be adjusted in a logical format. Form designers may want to work with the verifier group to help determine the order in which the fields should be configured.

**Capture Zones**

**TIP 6: Capture Zones should be configured so that they are bypassed when the corresponding zone density is below a certain threshold.**

When the underlying fields within a Capture Zone are optional, you should configure TeleForm to bypass the Capture Zone if corresponding zone density is below a certain threshold. Within the properties window for a given Capture Zone, you can calculate the zone density for the area on your form covered by your Capture Zone. If the bypass property is enabled, the Capture Zone will not be displayed for Verification if the corresponding area is not filled. This will ensure that Verifiers do not have to manually bypass this window.

**TIP 7: The tab order within every Capture Zone should be configured for Verification.**

During verification, Verifiers must have the ability to easily tab between fields. The tab order should be configured for every form designed within TeleForm. To configure tab order click the tab order button and then click the blue box next to each field in the correct Verifier tab order. Configuring the tab order will ensure that Verifiers are able to easily navigate between fields.

**TIP 8: Like fields should be group together using group boxes.**

The interface designed for use within your Capture Zone should be user-friendly to the Verifiers. If there are many fields within your interface, group them together logically using group boxes. This will make the fields easier for the Verifiers. To draw a group box click on the Group Box button within the Capture Zone toolbar and draw a box around the corresponding area.

**TIP 9: Leverage the Point-and-click OCR functionality availability within Capture Zones where possible.**

The point-and-click OCR feature may be very useful at eliminating problems later on if the form is not tested against all similar forms. Ensure that your test environment is identical to your production environment. Similar-looking forms can pose a problem if your forms are not designed correctly. You could risk encountering problems later on if the form is not tested against all similar forms.

**Existing Forms**

**TIP 10: Always ensure that you conduct significant testing of Existing Forms.**

Any time you design a template for an Existing Form, always ensure that the form is tested significantly. In order to optimize the form, you may need to adjust Explicit IDs, ID blocks, and other form properties. You may want also to confirm that there are no additional outstanding forms in the field, which closely resemble the form template for your current form.

Ensure that your test environment is identical to your production environment. Similar-looking forms can pose a problem if your forms are not designed correctly. You could risk encountering problems later on if the form is not tested against all similar forms.

**TIP 11: If you plan on building templates for many similar-looking forms or if TeleForm is having trouble recognizing your form template, try adjusting your template’s form IDs and Explicit IDs.**

TeleForm uses ID Objects and Explicit IDs to aid in recognition of existing forms. There should not be any enabled ID Objects in areas where there will be a great deal of writing. To disable an ID Object, ensure that objects are visible by selecting Show ID Objects from the View dropdown. Next double-click on the ID block and choose to disable the block.
If too many blocks are disabled, an Explicit ID will be required to properly identify the form template.

In the event that TeleForm is either having difficulty recognizing your form or TeleForm is having trouble differentiating between form templates, you will want to use an Explicit ID. Explicit IDs can use a label or block of text on your form to help to aid in form identification. This feature is commonly used and is often required for large volumes of similar looking forms. A form number or distinct titles are very useful as Explicit IDs.

TeleForm is very effective at distinguishing between nearly identical looking forms. Keep in mind however that you may need to try different Explicit IDs before you find one that works correctly.

The key to finding an explicit ID that is consistently accurate is through testing. Existing forms always require significantly more testing than Traditional and Versiforms.

**TIP 12:** If TeleForm is having difficulty recognizing a single form or a set of existing forms, a job can be optimized to enhance identification.

Jobs can be customized for processing sets of forms that are scanned using Scan Station or picked up from an individual directory. Any job can be optimized for identification of an individual form or for a set of forms. Optimizing or restricting a job to a set of forms will assist TeleForm with form identification. Review the Job Maintenance section above for additional information regarding job configuration.

**Multi-Page Forms**

**TIP 13:** Use page links, when designing forms that are longer than a single page front and back.

Many of the forms that you will design will be more than a single page. It’s recommended however that you redesign all multi-page forms within the TeleForm application. Page links should be used to ensure that individual form pages are properly linked. Page links are pre-filled fields that appear in the same location on every page. Each field on every page will contain the same set of alpha or numeric characters. When your forms are scanned in and processed, TeleForm can use these fields to keep pages from the same form together within the application.

To identify a field as a page link, click on the field then select Page Link from the Object dropdown menu. The select field will then bleed through on to every page within the form. Double-sided two-page forms often may be not require page links, however significant testing is recommended.

Optional pages or sections and form packets should be also divided into individual templates. Each template section must contain a unique identifier that can be linked to information contained on the related pages. It is important to keep in mind that all received documents may be linked together on the backend. Work with engineers for the corresponding back-end systems to ensure that sufficient identifying information has been included on each section of your packet.

**TIP 14:** Avoid creating Multi-page Existing Forms longer than two full pages front and back.

Avoid creating Existing Form templates for forms that are longer than two pages front and back. When possible, these forms should be recreated within TeleForm. In the event that the redesign of these forms is not a possibility, additional care must be taken when scanning and processing. The Scan QC and Job QC functions allow the Verifiers to confirm that forms have been scanned correctly in order. These features should be leveraged to ensure that pages are not accidentally mismatched. Additional precautions can be built into your template using form scripting and Visual Basic. Work with a technical contact or liaison to find out what additional steps can be taken to avoid the risk of mismatching incoming forms.

**TIP 15:** Leverage the Job QC functionality when processing either multi-page forms without page links or forms including attachments.

Job QC allows verifiers to confirm that pages have been scanned in the correct order and that they have been correctly identified. This feature may be leveraged anytime order or identification is of special concern to a set of incoming forms. The Job QC section included within this document contains additional information on this feature. Once Job QC has been configured images can be reordered or manually identified.

**TIP 16:** Existing Forms should be redesigned if you plan to receive the forms via electronic fax.

Form images are often reformatted or modified when faxed. For this reason, Verity recommends that Existing Forms should not be received via electronic fax. Where possible these forms should be redesigned as Traditional or Versiforms.

When redesign of an Existing Form is not an option, the form should undergo significant testing using an array of fax types. If an individual fax number can be dedicated to an existing form type, a job should be configured to optimize or force identification of the form set or form template.
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